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An active body is a healthy body, and 
some are finding yoga to be the best 
tool for keeping strong. 

“Yoga creates flexibility, which is 
really important for seniors because 
as we get older, we lose our range 
motion,” said Barbara Holt, Banner 
Health Network Board of Direc-
tors member and certified yoga 
instructor. “It enhances well-being 
by creating a sense of tranquility 
through an introspective practice 
by focusing your vision inside rather 
than always looking out.”

She added the strength built 
while doing yoga makes everyday 
tasks easier to do, such as bend-
ing over to pick up things and tying 
shoes. In addition, it can also al-
leviate back pain. She noted yoga 
creates more space between the 
vertebrae to help relieve back pain 
and increase range of motion. 

“There are floor and standing 
poses you can do each morning to 

such as the YMCA and health clubs, 
offer yoga classes for free.

Cindy Via, MSN-L, BSN, BAOM, 
RN, an RN Manager with Banner 
Desert Cardiac and Pulmonary Re-
habilitation, sees many health ben-
efits from yoga and recommends it 
to her patients. 

“Yoga has been shown to calm 
the mind and decrease stress levels. 
Yoga is being used in a few Cardiac 
Rehab centers across the country 
and has shown to help lower blood 
pressure, decrease stress hor-
mones, provide an overall calmness 
and improve balance,” Via said. 

Calm and focus
She notes patients have reported 
an increase in self-confidence to 
carry out daily activities and also see 
physical and social improvements, in 
addition to feeling more alert with a 
calm sense of focus.

And one of the ideal things about 
yoga for her patients, Via said, is 
there are many different types to 
meet different needs. 

“Some types of yoga can be 
modified such as sitting in a chair in-
stead of lying on the floor.  There are 
different levels of yoga ranging from 
a beginner level to advanced level of 
yoga and many studios offer various 
types of yoga,” Via said. “Search out 
a yoga studio in your area to find a 
type and level of yoga that you will 
feel comfortable starting with.”

help release the muscles in your 
back,” Holt said. “If they are not 
worked on a regular basis, these 
muscles get tight and pull on the 
back, causing pain. Yoga teaches you 
how to bend consciously, so that you 
do not injure your back.” 

Building core strength
Another benefit of yoga is that it 
creates strength in the core muscles. 
"Our biggest fear as seniors is to fall 
and not be able to get up — if we can 
create strong core muscles, we won't 
have to worry about that," Holt said.

Yoga also increases circulation 
in the legs and also improves 
breathing.  “You learn to expand 
your rib cage and create room for 
the lungs to open more fully — 
that’s important because, as we 
age, our breathing becomes more 
constricted,” Holt said. 

She added that through Silver 
Sneakers programs, many places, 
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Flexibility, muscle toning and tranquility 
just some of the benefits  By Julie Maurer


